
Film Series debuts
with Hombre

by Sara Prosser
Collegian Staff

The International Film Series
will make its annual debut Monday,
October 21 in the Reed Lecture
Hall. Don't start running for the
nearest exit quiteyet.

First imagine a science
fiction/drama that is a cross
between the movies E.T.,
Phenomenon, and the television
show Mork and Mindy.

The first of a scries of four
International Films is tilled
Hombre Miranda Al Sudesle (Man
Facing Southeast), a film from
Argentina.

The story revolves around a
mental asylum psychiatrist. Dr.
Dennis (Lorenzo Quinteros) and
Rantcs (Hugo Soto), who
mysteriously shows up in the
asylum one day.

Rantes is very intelligent, and
has many extraordinary gifts.
However, Rantes claims that he is a
being from another planet. He
spends countless hours facing
Southeast claiming that he receives
messages from his home planet.

Rantes says that he is on a
mission of some type, which at
first is not quite clear. Eventually,

unfolds that he has some type of
connection and influence on the
other patients at the hospital.

This mysterious connection
upsets the authorities at the
asylum. Dr. Dennis, who has
become friends with Rantes, is
ordered to take drastic measures to
counteract his "delirious state."

Hombre Mirando Al Sudesle is a
story about distinguishing, between
what is thought to be "normal" and
what isn’t. The movie leaves many
unanswered questions on the screen
as well as in the mind of the
viewer.

Was Rantes crazy, or was he
really a being from another planet?
Is psychiatry a reliable science, or
is it not credible at all? These
questions can only be answered in
the minds ofthe audience.

So why not come to Reed
Lecture Hall on Monday Night and
see what this film is all about. The
showing starts at 7:3opm and is
free.

Other films that are scheduled as
part of the scries include: Ay.
Carmela! to be shown on October
28, Yo, La Peor de Toda (I, the
Worst of All) to be shown on
November 4, and Valentina to be
shown on November 11.
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Entertainment

ALL MY CHILDREN: Bobby
and Kelsey assured Edmund they
want him and Maria to have Sam.
Mateo was upset with Hayley for not

telling him she was buying the bar.
Noah thought he saw his mother in
the background of a photo he took
and later at Brooke's shelter, he
came face to face with Rose. After
Skye said she’d like toreveal Dimitri
and Maria’s secret, Janet suspected
Skye was falling for Edmund. Wait
To See: Noah makes a decision
about his mother.

ANOTHER WORLD: Steven
and Kirkland found an old box and
rusty keys which they kept as their
“treasure chest." After the boys told
Vicky and Bobby that their house is
said to be haunted, they screamed at
what they found in the attic closet.
Carl warned Sharlene about Grant’s
temper, leading Grant to redeclare
the war between them. Cindy
manipulatedLoma and Felicia into a
lunch together, allowing her to have
lunch with Gabe. Felicia and Cass
found a buyer for Wallingford’s.
Wait To See: Some ghosts have a
“life" of their own.

AS THE WORLDTURNS: Mike
told Mark of his suspicions about
Umberto, but asked him not to tell
Jones. Lisa was puzzled at Martin's
reaction that she might have to pull
the plug on “Get Real” fashions.
Mai-Ling made a veiled threat to

Martin when their bond operation
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Find the listed words in the diagram.Theyrun in
all directions-forward, backward, up, down and

diagonally.

Badminton Metal Racquetball Sweet spot
Frame Nylon Racquets Tennis
Graphite Paddle Squash Wood
Grip Ping-Pong Strings were 8 quarts?”

Screaming Trees brush off the Dust
by Joe Ryan

Collegian Staff
rotation on modem rock stations,
MTV's 120 Minutes and has
attracted many new fans.

Labeled "Hot Band” by Rolling
Stones Magazine, the Trees have
been downplaying their sudden
recognition by playing clubs and
making their occasional appearances
on alternative radio shows.

keeping with their label. Epic, but
contains less angst then a drug-
inspired mysticism.

Instead of the long, spacey trips
of the late '6o's psychedelic music,
the band took the sonic
explorations of indie guitar bands
and used it for a mind-altering
journey instead of an aggression-
fueled form of expression.

For lead vocalist Mark Lannegan,
Dust is more than just an album;
it’s a sudden realization. The
album was inspired in part by the
sobering of the band and the
realization of the damage done to

The Screaming Trees latest
album, Dust, is an outstanding
follow-up to their 1992 breakout
Sweet Oblivion. Dust contains the
same winning combination of
intricately styled music with
mesmerizing vocals as Sweet
Oblivion.

The Ellensbcrg, Washington
quartet have been playing alongside
Nirvana, Pearl Jam, and Alice in
Chains in the clubs of Seattle, but,
unlike their colleagues, never
produced an album that caught on.

The Trees also graced the main
stage this summer at Lollapalooza
in support of the album.

The first single. All I Know, has
been granted plenty of heavy Their earlier music is raw. in

We feature homemade
spaghetti, iasagrta,
gnocci, rigatoni &

meatballs!

FORMERLY OFF CAMPUS PIZZA

& 2904 Shannon Rd. 899-2200

\2 LARGE PIZZAS w/ chee

$9.99
i expires October 21,1996
! not valid w/ 10% discount
j jjood at both locations

Your favorite soaps updated
seemed to be in jeopardy. Later,
Martin was uneasy when John
crashed Lisa's party with news for
her. Mike found a button at the crash
site, and almost caughtDiego check-
ing that he left no clues behind. Wait
To See: Martin makes an important
decision about Lisa.
THE BOLD AND THE

BEAUTIFUL: Brooke broke down
in tears at the fashion show when
Ridge proposed to Taylor instead of
her. Later, Ridge rejected Brooke's
denial ofan affair with Grant, saying
he saw them kissing. After Jasmine
told Jessica she saw the rapist’s
birthmark on Sly, both women set off
for the police station. Dylan reas-
sured Jessica of his love when she
told him about the rape. Laura sug-
gestedBrooke ask Grant to set things
straight with Ridge. Wait To See:
Sly decides to murder Jessica and
Jasmine.
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Angie may unwittingly create
problems for Jacob.

DAYS OF OUR LIVES: Franco
stood over Andre’s lifeless body
with a bloody knife in his hand, and
Billie getting closer by the minute.
Peter asked for another chance to

defend himself. Sami announced she
was suing Carrie for alienation of

affection from her husband (Austin),
the father of her child. After finding
the Brady Pub's phone number on
the body, Bo pressed Franco for an
explanation. A crestfallen Kristen
heard Marlena urge her to have a sex
test for her unborn baby. Wait To
See: Bo comes close to learning the
truth about Franco.

GENERAL HOSPITAL:
Through Stefan’s machinations,
Bobbie learned of Tony and Carly’s
affair. Luke learned Carly’s true

identity, but can he tell Bobbie?
Laura learned Nikolas planned to

work in General Hospital if it’s
reopened Kevin was mistreated by
jail guardswho mistook him for his
twin brother. Carly hid after a run-in
with Luke. Wait To See: Monica
reacts to a suggestion from Dorman.

GUIDING LIGHT: Josh realized
the truth about Annie's addiction to
pills. Blake was furious when Rick
was forced to dismiss Annie. Alan
ignored Amanda’s threats about the
sth Street project and bonded with
Phillip, prompting Amanda to seek
out Roger. At Annie’s interven-

OUT ON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS

THE CITY: Tracy was shocked
when everyone assumed she was
Gino’s mystery date Richard and
Zoey were drawn closer to each
other. Tracy later met an ex lover
who greeted her with outstretched
arms. Jacobrecalled his son when he
received a large amount of money
he’d put away for the boy 18 years
earlier. Jocelyn investigated the
building’s financial status and told
Tracy about its tax debt. Nick got a
life-changing call. Wait To See:
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“I asked you to do a blood
count on Mr. Westburg.

What do you mean there

Want excitement? Want to be
loved? Want to buy that high-tech
poopcr-scooper? If so, gel a pet.

Yes, those cute and furry
creatures that bring so much joy
into our lives can be enjoyed no
mauer what your tastes or
preferences may be. Are you that
roughneck type?, try a boxer. If
you’re the adventurous type you can
consider a 3-year old coll. Or, if
you’re hard up for a date try kissing
fish or sheep.

There arc many advantages to
having a pet such as losing that
lonely feeling and stress reduction.
Studies have proven that being
involved with you new found mate
leads to lower blood pressure and

themselves and friends by drugs.
"Dying Days" is a song written

about the early death ofLannegan’s
close friend, Kurt Cobain.

Lead singer Mark Lannegan was
labeled by Cobain to have "the
best voice in alternative music."
His voice is both brash and
sensitive at the same time. The
Connor brothers. Van and Gary
Lee, are the band's bass and guitar
players, respectively. The brothers
have sustained the band for years,
providing post-punk guitar while
staying within the traditional hard-
rock structure.

= Good Food
by Jennifer Reisenweber

Collegian Staff

Looking for a quaint, quiet place
to have an out of the ordinary
dinner? If you are into trying
Lebanese or Syrian cuisine, then
get down to the Oasis Restaurant at

TWO LOCATIONS
FOR YOUR CONVIENCE...

1117PARADE STREET 455-6301
2904 SHANNON RD. 899-2220

WE DELIVER ON CAMPUS!

A 2904 Shannon Rd. 899-2200

GULAR SUBS

©1996 by King Fealures Synd.

$5.25
expires October 21, 1996

not valid w/ 10% discount
jgood at both locations

If you’re already thinking about
getting a pet but worried about that
hard-nosed landlord... do it anyway,
you won’t regret the lasting
friendship you’ll gain and your pet
will be grateful because of their
new home.

Perry’s Square 36 North Park Row.
The food ranges from a Hummons
Pita Pocket with Fattoosh Salad to
a Baba Gannooj Pita Pocket with
Fattoosh Salad. Oasis has food
that’s out of the norm and an
incredible atmosphere.

Being opened only two years,
Oasis is a fairly young restaurant.
It is a family owned business that
was built to fulfill a dream. The
clientele is a mixture of both
professional people and those out to
have a good time. Oasis is a non-
alcoholic, romantic and cultural
place.

Oasis has a mixture of American,
for those non-adventurous types,
and Middle Eastern cuisines. The
restaurant has a warm, cozy effect
that makes one feel at home. Oasis
offers daily lunch and dinner
specials, live violin music every
Wednesday night at 7:30, and a
15% discount for all college

Perry Square 36
North Park Row

students. The restaurant is located
right in the heart of Erie, so you
can hit another entertainment sight
after a delicious dinner.

Oasis has a variety of foods. For
starters, you can enjoy Hummons,
mashed chickpeas mixed with
Tahini (a sesame seed base) sauce,
lemon juice, garlic, and topped with
olive oil. You can also try Baba
Gannooj, minced, grilled eggplant
with Tahini sauce and topped with
olive oil, a Syrian favorite.
Shrimp, lamb, chicken and even
steak are a part of the menu, so you
can never go wrong. But those are
not the only mouth watering
attractions offered at Oasis. You’ll
have to go down there and see for
yourself.

tion,she blurts out revelations about
Reva and Josh. Wait To See:
Zachary has a surprise for Michelle

ONE LIFE TO LIVE: Carlo
chose Antonio as his Best Man at his
wedding to Alex. Asa broke in as
Alex and Carlo were married and
tore Alex's dress to reveal the pillow
she used to pretend she was preg-
nant. A furious Carlo threw her out.
Drew apologized to Bo for not tell-
ing his father that Becky Lee was still
alive. Acting on Antonio's tip about
Carlo, Bo later asked Patrick what he
knew about an “Irish Air.” Todd
feared Blair might find proof he had
taken their baby to the cabin. Cassie
and Kevin found evidence linking
Alex to the misuse of city funds.
Wait To See: Cameron faces a quan-
dary.

THE YOUNG AND THE REST-
LESS: Dr. Reid tried to keep Danny
from learning about him and Phyllis.
Neil insisted he can’t allow Dru to
sign the modeling contract, while
Dru insisted she will. Gina told
Diane that Jack's wife died. Later,
Jack and Diane met and talked over
old times. Meanwhile Paul told
Chris that his sister, Patty had been
badly hurt by Jack when she was
married to him. Nikki felt ill on her
wedding day but married Josh
anyway while Victor, alerted by
Nick, arrived too late to stop the nup-
tials. Wait To See: Will Victor and
Hope fall in love again?

can create new found relationships.
If you’re in to hiking and the
outdoors, the Labrador Retriever is
a great companion, they have great
endurance, love water and won’t
hesitate giving you that wet,
slobbery kiss.

The best places to find healthy
and well maintained animals are
usually accredited kennels, animal
shelters or private owners. Also,
by having your pet spade or
neutered, you will decrease chances
of infection and help control the pet
population.


